
Old Geelong Football Club History Notes     Year: 1963 
 
D Section   Firsts:  Tenth and last.  (At least The Cats won a flag.)    Reserves: Fifth 
 
The motion to change Club colours foreshadowed in 1962 was 
put forward at the Annual Meeting in February and passed by a 
strong majority. Opposition was noted from Mr. Pointer (right), 
former Premiership player of 1956 and the Secretary of 1959.  
 
The Seniors won zero games for the year, lost 17, and drew one.  
However they were competitive (yet inaccurate), in quite a number of 
these matches. 
 
On the subject of inaccuracy, it is reported in one of these years of the early 1960s they also 
managed to amass a total of 2 goals 22 behinds one afternoon against Tooronga Malvern, thereby 
attracting a glimmer of interest from the people at the Guinness Book of Records. 
 
The one draw was in Round 10: “in what was one of the best exhibitions of football seen this 
season Old Geelong drew with Old Brighton. In the last quarter the lead changed several times and 
with only 30 seconds to go, Old Geelong goaled to level the scores in a truly great finish.” 
 
For the first time the Club fielded a Reserves team, which in turn brought a number of players of 

note from the good, indeed great, years of the mid-1950s out of retirement for 
a few games, and in the case of some of them to a fairly rapid re-retirement. 
 
Because Como Park was only available after 2.20pm due to the baseball, the 
Club had to find a different ground for the Reserves side, and finished up 
with one at Righetti Oval, Kooyong. The obtaining of this ground was largely 
through the work of active Committeeman and Vice-President of the past 
nine years, Nugget Stephens who lived nearby. 
 
The decision to field a Reserves team had not been without misgivings; 
Nugget (left – 1962) had sent the following roneoed* notice to all club 
members in February which read: 
 

 
It is intended that this be a short note and straight to the point. 
 
The committee under the very able and enthusiastic management of President Garth Manton and 
equally competent Secretary Tony Mollard were faced with making a major decision whether to 
form a Reserve side for this season. They decided to so and it was later confirmed by the Annual 
General Meeting. 
 
Why was this decision necessary? 
 
The O.G.Gs were slipping back each year and in fact are back where they started from in “D” 
Grade.  (Keen readers, if any, of these year notes, will realise that in fact the club started in E 
Section in 1954. Nugget Stephens’ involvement in the Club had started in 1955.) This was brought 
about by a number of things – University studies, transfers interstate, students’ vacations, injuries, 
skiing, etc. At the beginning of each season about 40 fellows were turning out for training, but after 



a few weeks of the roster games the young hopefuls that were not selected gave it away and found 
some other interest or sport where they could take an active part.  
 
We sincerely feel that a Reserve side will absorb these fellows and stimulate the interest in the 
OGGS which prevailed in the 1955-1959 period and provide a nucleus of young players for the 
senior side. 
 
Alright, you accept the above and agree it is a damn good move, but why tell you about it?  We 
want your physical support! 
 
We appreciate we can get your financial support if we have to ask, but at the moment this is not 
necessary. 
 
In what ways can you  help? 
 
1. Offer to have a game with the Reserves. 
2. Appear at training if possible. 
3. Help with some of the duties, such as running the boundary, time-keeping, waving the flags, 
scoring or any of the necessary jobs that will enable the team to operate efficiently. 
4. If you are unable to help with any of the above, please let us know that we have your interest in 
the club, and that you will bring the family along to give moral support. 
 
The home ground for the Reserve side is Righetti Oval, located at the end of Elizabeth Street, off 
Talbot Crescent, Kooyong. 
 
This letter is being sent to ex-players and to supporters of the club, but as some may be missed 
through the lack of an address will you please spread the word and enlist the help of others. 
 
The senior side are still fortunate enough to retain “Como Park”, and for those who were unable to 
visit us last year we look forward to entertaining you after any of the home matches this year in the 
very conveniently laid out new rooms. 
 
We would like you to contact Garth Manton (24 5347) or Tony Mollard 63 2291 and intimate to 
them that you are a starter.      Yours sincerely,   Nugget 
 
P.S.  First social function of the year. Barbeque at Eltham (Morrison’s) 7 April first Sunday in 
month.  First match 27 April 

* Roneo:  “a low-cost printing press that works by forcing ink through a stencil onto paper. 

…….. for many decades used to print short-run office work, classroom materials, and church 
bulletins. They also were critical …..because their low cost and availability enabled publication of 
amateur writings. These technologies began to be supplanted by photocopying and cheap offset 
printing in the late 1960s.” 

 
 
 



(By way of an aside, but a most important one at 
that: the just-mentioned Garth Manton, pretty 
much in the centre of the photo left, in the rooms 
after the Under 19s’ triumph on September 16, 
2012.)   
 
The Reserves played in Reserve Section 3. 
(Reserves football: a steadily increasing 
phenomenon of the past few years. There were 
now four Reserves sections, which, unlike today, 
were separate from their senior teams.) In 
contrast to the Firsts, the season was quite 
successful, with the team finishing fifth, after 
winning ten games out of 18. 

 
Office bearers for 1963 
 
President: Garth Manton (Also seen in photo right, 
just after the Reserves’ triumph of 16 September, 
2012.) 
 
Secretary: Tony Mollard 
 
Treasurer: Deryk Stephens 
 
Vice-Presidents: Keith Jackson, Nugget Stephens 
 
Committee: Ian Brown (from August); Neil Kennison, Jerry Rasmussen, John Stephen, Brian 
Keddie, Jo Breadmore and Alex Newman 
 
Captain Firsts: Deryk Stephens 
 
Captain Reserves: Blair Catanach  
 
Coach Firsts:  Alby Carnegie 
 
Delegate to VAFA: 
 
Registration Secretary: Tony Blazey 
 
Trophies for 1963 
 
Turnbull Trophy for Best & Fairest – Tony Poolman (furthest 
right at Eltham Barbeque the previous year) 
 
EH Montgomery Trophy for Runner Up to Best and Fairest: not 
awarded 
 
DC Moore Trophy for Best First Year Player: Clive Blazey 
 



D.M. Bennett Trophy for Most Consistent: not recorded 
 
Most Improved: not recorded  
 

I.D. MacKinnon Trophy for Best Club Man (this was the first 
year this trophy had been awarded): Reginald Bright (seen on 
the right in a Reserves game, Righetti Oval, in 1971 or 72.    
 
Seymour Trophy for Best & Fairest in the Reserves (also the 
first year awarded. Obviously):  T.S. Bodycomb. 
============================================= 
 
Note from a Committee Meeting “In the absence of the minute 
book (and of the Secretary) minutes of previous meeting to be 
confirmed at next meeting.” 
 
 

Their first big opportunity?  
Among the social events of the year was a 
party conducted at “Kennilworth” on August 
16. Enthusiastic supporter Jock Bing 
organised a band for the night: a soon-to-be-
famous young group named The Seekers.   
(Younger readers can Google.) 
 
Photo right: Jock Bing centre at the Gala 
Dinner on 13 July, 2012. On the right, Jenny 
Bing. And on the left, Chris Catchlove, 
father of the fairly-soon-to-become-equally-
famous Coach of the OGFC Club 18 side, Andrew Catchlove. 
 
======================================================================= 
 


